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The Mission: The Twelve Communities (District 4 of Calgary Police 

Services) are vibrant, inclusive and free of crime.

We help educate and engage those who live, work and volunteer here. 

The following activities are just some of the projects and programs that 

are a result of over 50 organizations and 100 individuals working together 

as 12CSI for over 13 years.

•Community Action Team (CAT) Walks

•Focus on Safety Series - Directory of Resources

•Safety and Crime Prevention Tip Sheets

•Indigenous Reads (Chapters & Chat)

•Safety Audits - Community Connection Dinners

•E-Newsletter – Quarterly printed newsletter

• Women’s Safety Circle – Youth Anti Bullying projects

•Election Forums (how to vote for newcomers) - Diversity Forums 

(DiverseCity) - Traffic Safety Videos

•Youth Grant presentations - Mini Family Violence Conference

•Youth Summer Camps - Anti Racism Programs

•2018 Alberta Justice Award for community collaboration.





























What’s next for 12 CSI? Some things “in the works” for us:

Translating all of our videos into the language of the Stoney people with hopes of other Indigenous Languages.

Making an Anti Bullying film (by 2 practicum students) and an Inclusion film (pending funding).

Ambassador Program (working on funding) to deploy people on International Avenue (our main shopping area) as 

ambassadors to greet people and help vulnerable people access services.

City of Calgary Agencies “commission or board” – We are advocating to the City to look at starting a commission or board 

that agencies that deal with vulnerable populations would be a part of and build relationships with the communities they 

serve. That would include the requirement for a “Good Neighbour agreement” with the community they operate in. So far 

four Provincial ministers have responded favorably to implementing this requirement into their funding agreements with 

agencies.

ITED  - Inclusion through Environmental Design – A groundbreaking idea that takes the base of CPTED and adds and 

inclusion lens for spaces to audit them for their inclusion of culture, ability, gender and age. Funding Pending



Could 12 CSI be a model to follow?

As I sit here today, I know of no other organization in the world that is quite like 12 CSI.

As 2nd Generation CPTED and Safegrowth often speak about is the experts are the people that actually live in the space. 

Building a collaborative, relationship-based organization with the people that live in and the organizations that work in the 

space will help the area you work in.

When City’s and other large organizations speak of engagement, it is often to share the plans they already have and 

present themselves as experts. Even if the plan is a well thought out and based one best practices, it is difficult to get buy 

in if you don’t listen to the people that live and work in the space to make it better and as a result, people will not feel 

connected to it. 

Having an organization that works with residents and organizations to fill gaps in Crime Prevention is a win for all involved.

The challenge is always capacity. The volunteer capacity of residents and the financial capacity of the organization and 

both equal challenges to look at starting an organization like this. Some communities may have the capacity to look at 

Crime Prevention initiatives all on their own?

As long is the need and effort come from the grassroots of the community, you can have success.




